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The Big Activity workbook presents meaningful content that will keep your child entertained while

learning new and interesting facts. This is a great take-a-long book that will prevent boredom blues

during school vacation, long card rides, or rainy days. The content tests your child's knowledge and

deductive ability while providing interesting subjects and challenges. (Ages 3 to 5)
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I bought this book for my 4.5yo, and it was just perfect for our car trip. It has basically 3 activitites. 1

- tracing, including simple tracing lines up to simple mazes. 2 - Find the hidden pictures and 3 - dot

to dots, including letters (only upper case (pul-eeze!)) and numbers (up to 25.)These 3 activities are

repeated over and over in the book, which has 320 pages. While I didn't find this book to be

particularly educational, I did find it to be fairly entertaining for my daughter, and she did not need

my help to work on the activities. Once I explained the 3 activities and how to do them, she no

longer needed my help. My "do it herself girl" truly enjoyed being able to do this book by herself!

Great value and my three year old loves them (we also have the alphabet book and the big

preschool book), she asks for them almost every evening. I think a bit younger than 4 would be fine

to start them on this book. These really help us as parents to know what we should even guide them



in between now and kindergarten.

My 4 year old has no problem doing this workbook 98% of the time on his own. He is in preschool

and the page seem to resemble some activities they do in school, but I really enjoy seeing how

excited he gets going thru the pages doing the "work". There is tracing, coloring, shapes, connect

the dots, hidden pictures and so much more! Hands down best activity workbook we have

purchased for our son he really loves doing every single page and is learning so much!

I was expecting a little more from this book. I home schooled my daughter for the first three years

and then she went to Montessori for a year.... She is very advanced with knowing time, money,

continents, etc... I love the tracing numbers (she has a little difficulty with some numbers). But,

everything else seemed a little young for her. Super easy for her. I understand the concept of

getting movements down for learning to write etc.... but she seemed pretty interested in all the

mazes, some tracing, and wanted to move on to the other book for kindergarteners. I feel it's best

for three year olds who are just learning how to grasp writing tools. :)

Lots of pages, big book, but basically the same activities over and over. It's pretty much mazes and

dot-to-dot over and over again. But it does let a little one practice writing, so it's not horrible, it's just

not great. If you get it cheap, it's worth it.

My son has loved woking his way through this book. It is a great teaching aid for hand-eye

coordination. We had another edition which was better at teaching numbers, matching, differences

and so on. But we finished that book. Wish they would have created more in the same series.

I started using this for my 3 year old to get her ready for school. The design keeps her interested

and wanting to do more and more pages. She took to it right a way and loves all the different

pictures. It really makes learning fun for her. I have her use a pencil so that we can erase and do the

same pages over and over until she's ready to continue. I don't have any issues with the color of the

pages coming off with erasing.

The workbook brings just what it says it brings. This includes mazes (which help with strengthening

hand eye coordination to begin or reinforce writing), hidden pictures (where you search for the

objects they say to search for), connect the dots from 1-25 (Practice counting and sequencing, what



number goes after 2...etc) and connect the dots from A-Z (Practice the abcs and also do

sequencing, what letter comes after C...etc). These are perfect and age appropriate activities for 3-5

year olds.If you are looking for more advanced workbook pages for your child try the kindergarten or

1st grade workbook books from this same company.I'd also advise that you read the cover so you

can know what the workbook pages are about to better determine which workbook would be better

for your child.
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